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CONTEXT Although health sciences programmes continue to value non-cognitive variables such as interpersonal skills and professionalism, it is not clear that current admissions tools like the personal interview are capable of assessing ability in these domains. Hypothesising that many of the problems with the personal interview might be explained, at least in part, by it being yet another measurement tool that is plagued by context specificity, we have attempted to develop a multiple sample approach to the personal interview.

METHODS A group of 117 applicants to the undergraduate MD programme at McMaster University participated in a multiple mini-interview (MMI), consisting of 10 short objective structured clinical examination (OSCE)-style stations, in which they were presented with scenarios that required them to discuss a health-related issue (e.g. the use of placebos) with an interviewer, interact with a standardised confederate while an examiner observed the interpersonal skills displayed, or answer traditional interview questions.

RESULTS The reliability of the MMI was observed to be 0.65. Furthermore, the hypothesis that context specificity might reduce the validity of traditional interviews was supported by the finding that the variance component attributable to candidate–station interaction was greater than that attributable to candidate. Both applicants and examiners were positive about the experience and the potential for this protocol.

DISCUSSION The principles used in developing this new admissions instrument, the flexibility inherent in the multiple mini-interview, and its feasibility and cost-effectiveness are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Because many medical schools, particularly in North America, have very low rates of attrition, one could argue that the admissions procedure is the most important evaluation exercise conducted by a school. Perhaps as a result of this, there is considerable controversy regarding how best to select individuals from pools of highly qualified applicants. A recent review of the evidence for and against the effectiveness of multiple admissions tools used to select students in the health science professions led to the conclusion that *preadmission GPA [grade point average] is clearly the best predictor of academic performance.* Still, in addition to academic achievement, health sciences programmes value non-cognitive variables such as interpersonal skills, integrity and professionalism. It is less clear that current assessment tools are capable of predicting ability in these domains. Typically, some form of interview is used; by the early 1980s, 99% of medical programmes in the USA were found to use the interview as part of the admissions process, as were 81% of physiotherapy programmes and 63% of occupational therapy programmes. A more recent survey suggests there has been little change in these proportions; Nayer reported that 99% of US medical schools and 83% of US physiotherapy programmes use interviews.

While the face validity of the interview remains strong, evidence of its effectiveness is more equivocal. Interrater reliability estimates vary widely, from 0.14
to 0.95, but this inconsistency might largely be an
effect of variability in the way in which interviews are
administered; structured formats (i.e. standardised
questions with, sample answers provided to inter-
viewers) tend to yield higher rates of reliability and
validity than do unstructured formats. However,
even these reliability estimates may be artificially
inflated by:

1 the interview team having access to academic
information on candidates, and

2 non-verbal communication (which is, admittedly,
often unintentional) between members of the
interviewing team.

As a result, despite acceptable interrater reliability in
some cases, a candidate’s score may still be attributable,
in large part, to chance. A lucky candidate who is
randomly assigned to a like-minded, ‘easy’ interviewer
who influences the rest of the interview panel will score
highly, whereas an identical, but less fortunate candidate
who is randomly assigned to an incompatible, ‘hard’
interviewer who influences the rest of the interview
panel will score poorly. Other biases that have been
shown to impinge upon the personal interview include
both the interviewers’ backgrounds and the inter-
viewers’ expectations. In fact, Harasym et al. found
that interviewer variability accounts for 56% of the total
variance in interview ratings. Such strong biases are
unacceptable (and unethical) for an assessment tool
that is intended to examine the characteristics of the
candidate, not the interviewers.

However, it is not simply interviewer bias that limits
the generalisability of interview scores. Many of the
problems with the personal interview might be
explained, at least in part, by the possibility that the
personal interview is yet another domain that is
plagued by context specificity. Decades of research
have indicated that many of our cognitive ‘skills’ are
highly dependent on context. In other words,
our performance is commonly less determined by
‘trait’ (the stable characteristics of the individual)
than our intuitions suggest, and more determined by
the ‘state’ (the context within which the performance
is elicited). For example, an individual’s ability to
problem solve or communicate effectively when
discussing the impact of the magnetic compass on
the modern world will not predict with great certainty
that individual’s ability to problem solve or commu-
nicate effectively when discussing the detrimental
effect of monopolies on the world’s economy.
Consistent with this possibility, Turnbull et al. showed
that, although interrater reliability within the oral
interview certification examinations used by the
Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada
was high, the generalisability across interview sessions
was low, thereby lowering the overall test reliability.
As a result, a single interview may not provide an
accurate, generalisable portrayal of a candidate’s true
abilities even though interrater reliability may be
improved by standardising the questions asked and
training the interviewers. Multiple topics might be
raised within an interview, but this may still represent
a small sample of possible responses by the candidate
and an interviewer’s impressions of each response
may not be independent of one another.

Similar realisations led many clinical programmes to
adopt the objective standardised clinical examination
(OSCE) and other ‘multiple sample’ approaches to
evaluating clinical competence. The critical insight
was that it is necessary to broadly sample an
individual’s competencies in order to gain an accurate
picture of that individual’s strengths and weaknesses. The current paper will first outline the development of an innovative admissions protocol—the multiple mini-interview (MMI)—that is intended to take advantage of this lesson in the context of student admissions and, second, report results from 2 studies of this protocol performed at McMaster University. In testing this innovation, it was necessary to make many decisions based solely on educated intuition. As a result, we make no claims at this point regarding the optimal use of the MMI, but instead present our logic and reasoning with the hope that some of our assumptions and expectations will be further tested in the future.

THE MULTIPLE MINI-INTERVIEW

First and foremost, it should be noted that the term ‘OSCE’ has been used in the title of this article simply to orient the reader to the protocol that has been developed for the MMI. Like the OSCE, the MMI is intended to consist of a large number of short stations, each with a different examiner. The MMI is not, however, objective. Nor is it clinical. Research on both the clinical reasoning exercise and the OSCE has shown that subjective ratings can be reliable and valid estimates of an individual’s abilities. As a result, we do not view the subjective nature of the interview process itself to be a limiting feature of this admissions tool. Furthermore, we have carefully avoided developing stations that require clinical knowledge in an effort to prevent biasing the process in favour of health sciences students/personnel.

In contrast to what it is not, the MMI is an OSCE-style exercise consisting of multiple, focused encounters. It is intended to assess many of the cognitive and non-cognitive skills that are currently assessed (inadequately) by the personal interview. Its specific advantage is that multiple interviews should dilute the effect of chance and interviewer/situational biases. Unlike traditional interviews, we can ensure that the ratings assigned to the multiple points of discussion are given independently because interviewers engage the applicants in separate rooms.

While the term ‘interview’ has been maintained, one of the intended benefits of this protocol is the flexibility with which stations can be developed. For any given station, the examiner might be an interviewer or an observer. As an example, a station on ethical decision making, such as station 1 (see Appendix) can consist of a discussion between candidate and interviewer. Obviously some part of the rating assigned by the interviewer will be influenced by the candidate’s ability to communicate effectively, but stations that are intended to tap into communication skills more directly can also be developed. For example, communication skills stations might consist of ‘interviews’ conducted with a ‘simulated patient’ while the examiner acts as an observer. Station 3 (see Appendix) is one such station in which the candidate is told s/he has to pick up a colleague to fly to a conference only to discover upon entering the room that the ‘colleague’ has developed a fear of flying as a result of the September 11th tragedy. The observer rates the candidate based on the communication skills and empathy observed during the interaction between the candidate and ‘colleague’. This flexibility in station development reduces the likelihood that candidates will benefit from preparing and rehearsing responses to specific questions. Instead of asking the usual historical questions (e.g. Why do you want to become a doctor?), candidates must respond spontaneously to the presented situation. Undoubtedly, candidates will still prepare and rehearse responses, but it will be more difficult to predict the types of questions candidates will be asked if a database of stations is developed to sufficient size.

If a programme does desire to query applicants regarding their life history, traditional interview stations can be used in which the interviewer allows the candidate to discuss whatever personal experiences, challenges or beliefs s/he would like the admissions committee to recognise. Similarly, if a programme desires to use the interview, in part, as a recruitment exercise, then a station can be assigned for this purpose without fear of impinging upon the rest of the interview process.

For the remaining stations, specific interview topics can potentially be drawn from any subject ranging from art history to zoology. In fact, an anticipated secondary advantage of this new protocol lies in its potential to draw interviewers from diverse academic and community areas and allow them to assess topics that are consistent with their domain of expertise. We opted to focus our test stations on 4 domains that are not considered to be comprehensive, but are considered to be vital for a career in the health sciences:

1 critical thinking;
2 ethical decision making;
3 communication skills, and
4 knowledge of the health care system.
To assess the suitability of potential stations, we decided that candidates should not be expected to possess specialised knowledge. For example, they should not be expected to know details of a medical condition. Rather, stations should be developed in such a way that they allow candidates to display an ability to think logically through a topic and communicate their ideas effectively. In addition, as a simple heuristic, we viewed any question that had a definitely correct answer to be inadequate. That is not to say that some answers are not better than others, but rather that the interviewers should not be searching for a specific catch phrase or a specific opinion.

Ten stations were developed. The 'Instructions to Applicants' for each station are shown in the Appendix. In addition to these instructions, we developed roughly a page of background information (i.e. a description of the issues and intent of the station) as well as a list of potential points of discussion (i.e. arguments and reasoning in favour of both sides of the issue) as aids for the interviewers.

EXPERIMENT 1: PILOT STUDY WITH GRADUATE STUDENT PARTICIPANTS

A study group of 18 graduate students and 12 interviewers were recruited broadly from the Faculty of Health Sciences to mount a pilot test of the MMI. In addition, an actress was recruited from the standardised patient (SP) programme at McMaster University to play the role of Sara (the 'colleague' in station 2). Stations 1–4, 6 and 7 in the Appendix were used, with 2 interviewers assigned to each station.

As in an OSCE, separate rooms were used for each station. Posted to each door was a card with the 'Instructions to Applicants', as shown in the Appendix. In addition, as this was not intended to be a memory task, the same information was included on a card inside the interview room so that the candidate could refer back to it if s/he desired to do so. Each station lasted 8 minutes and was followed by a 2-minute interval during which interviewers completed standardised evaluation forms and candidates prepared for the subsequent station. The evaluation forms requested interviewers to rate each of the candidates using 7-point scales on:

1 communication skills;
2 strength of the arguments raised;
3 suitability for the health sciences, and
4 overall performance.

Table 1 reports the variance components and G-coefficient that indicates the reliability of the test. The overall test generalisability (i.e. the reliability of the average of all 12 ratings) was found to equal 0.81. Table 1 also reports the results of a t-study performed to determine the optimal combination of stations and raters, assuming that 12 observations can be collected. In general, it appears that increasing the number of stations has a greater impact on the reliability of the test than increasing the number of raters within any given station, thereby supporting the hypothesis that context specificity plagues the traditional interview.

EXPERIMENT 2: UNDERGRADUATE MD PROGRAMME CANDIDATES

Methodology

Participants

All applicants (n = 396) who were offered an interview by McMaster University's undergraduate medical programme were sent a letter inviting them to participate in an admissions research study. The letter stressed that their participation (or lack of participation) would in no way influence their chances of being accepted to the medical programme and offered candidates $40 in an attempt to make it clear that this initiative was completely separate from the regular admissions process. A total of 182 candidates responded affirmatively, of which the first 120 candidates whose schedules coincided with participation in one of 12 prerearranged research sessions were selected. Three sessions were run sequentially during each of the 4 interview days, with a 40-minute break for examiners between sessions. All candidates were allowed to participate only after completion of the regular admissions protocol. Three candidates backed out due to illness, resulting in a total sample size of 117; 2 of these left before completing a post-MM survey.

Of the 115 who completed the post-MM survey, 91 (79%) had a science background, 65 (56%) were female, and the average age was 25.87 years (range 19–47 years).

Interviewers were recruited broadly from the Faculty of Health Sciences, the students currently in the
medical programme, and the community at large (including McMaster University’s Human Resources Department). From the surplus of individuals who volunteered to participate, we selected 40 (10 per day) based on their willingness to volunteer for an entire day. Evaluators were mostly drawn from the Faculty of Health Sciences, but 8 students and 2 members of the Human Resources Department also participated. The list of health sciences volunteers included representation from rehabilitation sciences, nursing, biochemistry and medicine.

In addition, 6 actors were recruited from the SP programme at McMaster University to play the roles of Sara (the ‘colleague’ in station 3) and Tim (the ‘BMW driver’ in station 8). Each actor participated in one of the sessions on each of the 4 days.

Procedure

The procedure was identical to that of the pilot study with the following exceptions:

1. all 10 stations reported in the Appendix were used;
2. only 1 interviewer was assigned per station, and
3. as a result of the high correlations among the 4 evaluation questions used during the pilot study, we opted to ask evaluators to simply ‘score the applicant’s overall performance on this station’.

Results

Scores

The average scores the 117 candidates received across 10 MMI stations ranged from 3.2 to 6.55, with a mean of 5.02 (standard deviation = 1.46).

The effects of gender and session were examined using ANOVA and revealed no differences between males and females ($F_{1.106} = 0.139, P > 0.7$) and no
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drift in the ratings assigned across ‘time of day’ 
\((F_{2,106} = 0.048, P > 0.9)\). The means are shown in Table 2. These 2 factors accounted for so little variance that their inclusion in the ANOVA had little effect on the reliability of the test.

Reliability analyses

To determine the reliability of the test as a whole, a candidate \(\times\) station ANOVA was performed. Table 3 reports the variance components and illustrates an overall test generalisability (i.e. the reliability of the average of all 10 ratings) equal to 0.65. None of the stations correlated with any other station greater than \(r = 0.370\). Furthermore, the variance attributable to the candidate–station interaction was 5 times greater than that assigned to the candidates themselves, further supporting the hypothesis that context specificity negatively impacts on traditional interviews.

Correlation with other measures

The MMI scores did not correlate highly with any of the other admissions tools currently used by McMas-

ter’s admissions protocol. The correlations between the MMI and the existing admissions tools\(^\text{23}\) – personal interview, simulated tutorial, undergraduate grade and autobiographical sketch – were \(r = 0.185, r = 0.317, r = -0.227\) and \(r = 0.170\), respectively. These numbers are consistent with the correlations between other pairs of tools, which averaged \(r = 0.056\). Despite these low correlations and the fact that the MMI data were not available to the admissions committee, those who were admitted to the undergraduate MD programme received significantly higher scores on the MMI (mean = 5.30/7) than those who were not (mean = 4.83/7; \(F = 6.97, P < 0.01\)).

Post-MMI surveys

Table 4 illustrates the responses given by the candidates regarding their views of the experience. These responses generally indicate that candidates were quite positive about the MMI. In addition, candidates were asked 3 open-ended questions. In response to the question: ‘What do you believe to be the greatest benefits of using the MMI?’, many commented on the opportunity to recover from poor stations and the

---

**Table 2** Mean scores as a function of gender and time of day (session)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11.00–13.00</td>
<td>4.92</td>
<td>4.81</td>
<td>4.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.30–15.30</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>5.09</td>
<td>5.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.00–18.00</td>
<td>5.08</td>
<td>5.05</td>
<td>5.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td>4.98</td>
<td>5.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Table 3** Summary of effects, estimated variance components and the G-coefficient (Experiment 2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>d.f.</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>Estimated variance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Candidate</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>4.959</td>
<td>0.322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13.697</td>
<td>0.107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidate (\times) station</td>
<td>999</td>
<td>1.721</td>
<td>1.721</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(G\)-coefficient

\[ \sigma^2_{(\text{candidate})}/(\sigma^2_{(\text{candidate})} + (\sigma^2_{(\text{candidate} \times \text{station})}/10) = 0.65. \]
belief that the ‘MMI should provide a more balanced view of the applicant’s skills and experiences’. Positive comments were also recorded regarding the opportunity to maintain a dialogue with the interviewer and the opportunity to ‘solve and discuss REAL PROBLEMS [sic]’.

Candidates were also asked the questions: ‘Are there any improvements you would like to see made before the MMI is implemented?’ and ‘What do you believe to be the greatest weaknesses of the MMI?’ Their responses to these focused primarily on logistical issues, such as including ‘a chair between stations’, lengthening the amount of time for each interview (most often suggested as lengthening to 10 minutes) and ‘allow[ing] for some discussion at the end, [to provide an] opportunity to go back to a point not adequately covered’. Some commented that the MMI would allow for a ‘shorter interview day’, but that a ‘break halfway through would help’. Others noted the lack of an opportunity to reveal group skills – a domain that could potentially be built into future iterations of the MMI.

Table 5 illustrates the responses given by the interviewers regarding their views of the experience. Some examiners commented on the process being fun, but tiring. To combat this, 1 examiner suggested rotating the interviewers throughout the day so that a different station was assessed during each rotation. The benefit of this change would have to be weighted against the cost of lessening the examiner-identified benefit of an increased ‘ability to set a standard for expected responses’ and the improved ‘consistency of comparing responses’ that develops from seeing a large number of candidates work through the same station.

Interestingly, in contrast to the comments offered by some candidates, examiners tended to suggest that 8 minutes was more than enough time to get a sense of the candidate’s performance. In general, the most consistent comment, raised by approximately a quarter of respondents, was that the examiners would have liked more training beforehand, potentially in the form of including more information and a longer list of potentially relevant questions in the preparatory package received by all examiners.

**DISCUSSION**

There are 4 issues that need to be considered when evaluating the efficacy of any assessment protocol:

1. reliability;
2. validity;
3. feasibility, and
4. acceptability.

The reliability of the MMI has now been shown to be in an acceptable range (0.65–0.81) across 2 studies, using graduate student volunteers and actual applicants to the undergraduate medical programme. While adequate, this reliability might be further improved with examiner training. The low correlations between various admissions tools including the MMI is consistent with the hypothesis that context specificity impacts upon admissions protocols, thereby further promoting the need for a tool that adopts a multiple observations approach analogous to that provided by OSCEs when assessing clinical competence.

The data collected from this larger study will allow us in future, to gain insight into whether or not the MMI is a more valid predictor of performance in medical school than the personal interview. Of the 117 individuals who sat the MMI, 48 have entered medical school at McMaster. The performance of these individuals will allow us to compare MMI scores to in-programme performance and eventually to long-term measures such as the licensing examination.

The blueprinting process undertaken for the generation of stations was intended to maximise the content validity of the MMI. We selected 4 domains that are thought to represent important, non-cognitive characteristics for success in the health sciences. We advocate that specific schools and specific programmes within the schools that consider implementing the MMI engage in a similar process, determining the characteristics they value before creating MMI stations. This blueprinting technique might then ensure an optimal match between the curricular tenets of the programme and the characteristics of the individuals accepted into the programme.

That being said, even the most reliable and most valid of admissions exercises will not be useful if they do not prove to be feasible and cost-effective. In fact, the issue of cost-effectiveness ranks high among the primary assaults that have been launched against the use of personal interviews. For McMaster’s medical programme, approximately 400 applicants are interviewed annually, each of whom requires an hour of interview time (30 minutes for
Table 4 Candidate responses to post-MMI survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Adjectives used on scale</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Do you believe that you were able to present an accurate portrayal of your ability?</td>
<td>Definitely, Not really, Somewhat, Definitely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Compared to the actual interview, do you think the MMI would cause candidates more or less anxiety?</td>
<td>A lot, A little, A little less, A lot less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Would the use of the MMI stop you from applying to McMaster?</td>
<td>Definitely, Not really, Somewhat, Definitely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Were the instructions given before the MMI adequate to prepare you for the experience?</td>
<td>Definitely, Not really, Somewhat, Definitely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Were the instructions given before each station clear enough?</td>
<td>Definitely, Not really, Somewhat, Definitely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Do you think any of the interviews required specialised knowledge?</td>
<td>None, Somewhat, A lot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(a) Station 1 (Placebo)</td>
<td>4.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b) Station 2 (Aspartame)</td>
<td>1.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(c) Station 3 (Air Travel)</td>
<td>3.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(d) Station 4 (Deterrent Fees)</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(e) Station 5 (Why do you want to be ...)</td>
<td>4.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(f) Station 6 (Circumcision)</td>
<td>3.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(g) Station 7 (Class Size)</td>
<td>1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(h) Station 8 (Parking Garage)</td>
<td>3.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(i) Station 9 (Preferential Admission)</td>
<td>1.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(j) Station 10 (Past Experiences)</td>
<td>2.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>How difficult was each interview?</td>
<td>Easy, Somewhat difficult, Very difficult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(a) Station 1 (Placebo)</td>
<td>4.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b) Station 2 (Aspartame)</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(c) Station 3 (Air Travel)</td>
<td>3.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(d) Station 4 (Deterrent Fees)</td>
<td>2.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(e) Station 5 (Why do you want to be ...)</td>
<td>4.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(f) Station 6 (Circumcision)</td>
<td>3.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(g) Station 7 (Class Size)</td>
<td>3.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(h) Station 8 (Parking Garage)</td>
<td>3.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(i) Station 9 (Preferential Admission)</td>
<td>2.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(j) Station 10 (Past Experiences)</td>
<td>3.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Was the time available for each station appropriate?</td>
<td>Too little, Well timed, Too much time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(a) Station 1 (Placebo)</td>
<td>3.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4 Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Adjectives used on scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(c) Station 3 (Air Travel)</td>
<td>4.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) Station 4 (Deterrent Fees)</td>
<td>3.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e) Station 5 (Why do you want to be …)</td>
<td>3.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f) Station 6 (Circumcision)</td>
<td>4.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(g) Station 7 (Class Size)</td>
<td>3.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(h) Station 8 (Parking Garage)</td>
<td>5.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i) Station 9 (Preferential Admission)</td>
<td>4.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(j) Station 10 (Past Experiences)</td>
<td>3.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>4.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 Interviewer responses to post-MMI survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1  Do you believe that you were able to develop an accurate portrayal of the candidates?</td>
<td>Definitely not</td>
<td>Not really</td>
<td>Somewhat</td>
<td>Definitely</td>
<td>5.68 (0.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2  Compared to a more traditional interview, do you think the MMI would be more or less difficult to administer (from the point of view of an examiner)?</td>
<td>A lot more</td>
<td>A little more</td>
<td>A little less</td>
<td>A lot less</td>
<td>4.73 (1.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3  Were the materials provided before the MMI adequate to prepare you for the experience?</td>
<td>Definitely not</td>
<td>Not really</td>
<td>Somewhat</td>
<td>Definitely</td>
<td>6.11 (0.88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4  Were the instructions given to candidates before your station clear enough?</td>
<td>Definitely not</td>
<td>Not really</td>
<td>Somewhat</td>
<td>Definitely</td>
<td>6.20 (0.88)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the interview and 30 minutes for scoring and a break). There are 4 people on each interview team, so each personal interview requires 4 person hours per applicant; the entire interview programme therefore requires 1600 person hours in total. Of these, 550 are typically faculty hours, the cost of which amounts to an estimated $27 500 per annum. The use of other non-cognitive tools, particularly the simulated tutorial, increases total interviewer time to about 1800 hours and faculty cost to about $32 000. A 10-station MMI (with 10 minutes per station) could be run for only 2 person hours per candidate (including a 20-minute break for all examiners). Assuming the same ratios of faculty versus community personnel, this would require 275 faculty hours at a cost of $13 750 per annum. These values could potentially be reduced even further if it is determined that 10 minutes per station is not required or if fewer stations are used (although the disadvantage of this latter strategy will be poorer reliability). The cost will be increased slightly by the use of SPs, with the absolute value of the increase depending on the
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number of SP stations used. As one final note on the feasibility of implementing the MMI, most health sciences programmes have considerable experience with mounting OSCEs. This expertise can potentially be used to make the transition from a personal interview to the MMI as smooth as possible.

Finally, a note on the acceptability of admissions tools. As the MMI and personal interview do require more human resources than simple reliance on grades, it is important that the individuals who are asked to act as interviewers are willing to participate in the process. Similarly, all programmes want to attract the best candidates and, as a result, want to avoid deterring potential candidates from applying because of a unique admissions process. The results from the post-MMI surveys, reported in Tables 4 and 5, suggest that acceptance of the MMI should not be a problem. Interviewers in the pilot study were most concerned about the experience being more tiring than the personal interview, because a single person is responsible for each interview. Addressing this concern might require adjusting the protocol, increasing the number or length of breaks, or changing some other aspect of the process. It should be kept in mind, however, that an equal number of interviewers reported the exercise to be ‘fun’ and entertaining. The long-term balance of these countering perspectives can only be determined in the future. The candidates and pseudo-candidates in the 2 studies also seemed to enjoy the process and reported (albeit after the event) that they would not shy away from applying to McMaster and that they would be caused no more anxiety if the MMI were to be implemented as an admissions tool in place of the traditional personal interview.

CONCLUSION

The ability of the personal interview to select the candidates who are most likely to succeed in the health sciences has been repeatedly called into question.\textsuperscript{1,2} In an effort to overcome the problem of context specificity, we have developed a multiple mini-interview protocol that consists of a series of short OSCE-style stations. Preliminary results suggest that the MMI can be a highly reliable tool; predictive validity data are still forthcoming. The anticipated strengths of the MMI are 6-fold:

1. it allows multiple samples of insight into a candidate’s abilities;

2. it dilutes the effect of chance and examiner bias;

3. stations can be structured so that all candidates respond to the same questions and interviewers receive background information a priori;

4. admissions directors have a great deal of flexibility in that stations can be designed with a blueprint of the qualities they would like to select for in mind;

5. candidates can feel confident that they will be given a chance to recover from a disastrous station by moving onto a new, independent interviewer, and

6. fewer resources might be required.

This latter point is only potentially important – even if it turns out that the MMI requires the same amount of resources or slightly more, these resources might at least be better spent on a tool that can prove itself more capable of selecting the highest quality candidates. Health sciences programmes do, after all, have an ethical obligation to do everything in their power to make appropriate and accurate admissions decisions because these decisions will have a large impact on the quality of health care received by society. We do not claim at this point that the MMI is the solution to this problem, but the findings of the current pair of studies is cause for optimism.
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APPENDIX

Station 1: Placebo (Ethical Decision Making)

Dr Cheung recommends homeopathic medicines to his patients. There is no scientific evidence or widely accepted theory to suggest that homeopathic medicines work, and Dr Cheung doesn’t believe them to. He recommends homeopathic medicine to people with mild and non-specific symptoms such as fatigue, headaches and muscle aches, because he believes that it will do no harm, but will give them reassurance.

Consider the ethical problems that Dr Cheung’s behaviour might pose. Discuss these issues with the interviewer.

Station 2: Aspartame (Critical Thinking)

A message that recently appeared on the Web warned readers of the dangers of aspartame (artificial sweetener – Nutrasweet, Equal) as a cause of an epidemic of multiple sclerosis (a progressive chronic disease of the nervous system) and systemic lupus (a multisystem auto-immune disease). The biological explanation provided was that, at body temperature, aspartame releases wood alcohol (methanol), which turns into formic acid, which ‘is in the same class of drugs as cyanide and arsenic.’ Formic acid, they argued, causes metabolic acidosis. Clinically, aspartame poisoning was argued to be a cause of joint pain, numbness, cramps, vertigo, headaches, depression, anxiety, slurred speech and blurred vision. The authors claimed that aspartame remains on the market because the food and drug industries have powerful lobbies in Congress. They quoted Dr Russell Blaylock, who said, ‘The ingredients stimulate the neurons of the brain to death, causing brain damage of varying degrees.’

Critique this message, in terms of the strength of the arguments presented and their logical consistency. Your critique might include an indication of the issues that you would like to delve into further before assessing the validity of these claims.

Station 3: Air Travel (Communication Skills)

Your company needs both you and a co-worker (Sara, a colleague from another branch of the company) to attend a critical business meeting in San Diego. You have just arrived to drive Sara to the airport.

Sara is in the room.

Station 4: Deterrent Fees (Knowledge of the Health Care System)

Recently, the Prime Minister of Canada raised the issue of deterrent fees (a small charge, say $10, which everyone who initiates a visit to a health professional would have to pay at the first contact) as a way to control health care costs. The assumption is that this will deter people from visiting their doctor for unnecessary reasons.

Consider the broad implications of this policy for health and health care costs. For example, do you think the approach will save health care costs? At what expense? Discuss this issue with the interviewer.

Station 5: Standard Interview 1

Why do you want to be a physician? Discuss this question with the interviewer.

Station 6: Circumcision (Ethical Decision Making)

The Canadian Pediatric Association has recommended that circumcisions ‘not be routinely performed’. They base this recommendation on their determination that ‘the benefits have not been shown to clearly outweigh the risks and costs’. Doctors have no obligation to refer for, or provide, a circumcision, but many do, even when they are clearly not medically necessary. Ontario Health Insurance Plan (OHIP) no longer pays for unnecessary circumcisions.

Consider the ethical problems that exist in this case. Discuss these issues with the interviewer.

Station 7: Class Size (Critical Thinking)

Universities are commonly faced with the complicated task of balancing the educational needs of their
students and the cost required to provide learning resources to a large number of individuals. As a result of this tension, there has been much debate regarding the optimal size of classes. One side argues that smaller classes provide a more educationally effective setting for students, while others argue that it makes no difference, so larger classes should be used to minimise the number of instructors required.

Discuss your opinion on this issue with the examiner.

**Station 8: Parking Garage (Communication Skills)**

The parking garage at your place of work has assigned parking spots. On leaving your spot, you are observed by the garage attendant as you back into a neighbouring car, a BMW, knocking out its left front headlight and denting the left front fender. The garage attendant gives you the name and office number of the owner of the neighbouring car, telling you that he is calling ahead to the car owner, Tim. The garage attendant tells you that Tim is expecting your visit.

Enter Tim’s office.

**Station 9: Preferential Admission (Knowledge of the Health Care System)**

Due to the shortage of physicians in rural communities such as those in Northern Ontario, it has been suggested that medical programmes preferentially admit students who are willing to commit to a 2- or 3-year tenure in an under-serviced area upon graduation.

Consider the broad implications of this policy for health and health care costs. For example, do you think the approach will be effective? At what expense? Discuss this issue with the interviewer.

**Station 10: Standard Interview 2**

What experiences have you had (and what insights have you gained from these experiences) that lead you to believe you would be a good physician?

Discuss this question with the interviewer.